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Amy Gillingham Culligan, Director

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
John Farrar
President, NKU Faculty Senate
Grand Marshal

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Francis Scott Key
Rachel Gardner (’23)
Chloe Hedrick (’23)
Ellie O’Hara (’23)
Students in the School of the Arts

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
Matt Cecil
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF
Matt Cecil

ADDRESS
Jonathan S. Cullick
Professor of English,
Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award Recipient

INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER
Daniel Myers (’23)
President, NKU Student Government Association
Abbygail Wright (’22)
Student Representative, College of Informatics

INVITATION TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Jamie Holtzapfel (’03)
Vice President, NKU Alumni Board of Directors

CHARGE TO GRADUATES
Ashish K. Vaidya
President, Northern Kentucky University
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Ashish K. Vaidya
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THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Ginni Fair
Dean, College of Education
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THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Diana McGill
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
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THE COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS
Kevin G. Kirby
Dean, College of Informatics

ALMA MATER
Original lyrics and melody Charles Wiley
rev. Carolyn Hagner/harm. Kurt Sander
Rachel Gardner (’23)
Chloe Hedrick (’23)
Ellie O’Hara (’23)
Students in the School of the Arts

CLOSING REMARKS
Eddie Howard
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

RECESSIONAL MUSIC
NKU Philharmonic Orchestra
Amy Gillingham Culligan, Director
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

Jonathan S. Cullick, Professor of English, joined the NKU faculty in 2001. He served as Director of the NKU Writing Instruction Program and then as Chair of the Department of English. He is the 2022 recipient of the Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award.

A former middle school language arts teacher, Dr. Cullick is a teacher educator, specializing in English secondary education. He teaches courses in the methods of teaching high school writing, literature and middle grades young adult literature as well as advanced grammar. He supervises student teachers in high schools throughout the northern Kentucky and Cincinnati region. In his career at NKU, he has mentored 75 student teachers in 40 local schools.

He is a two-time recipient of the NKU College of Education Award for Outstanding University Clinical Educator for his work with student teachers. The Kentucky Council of Teachers of English named him the 2019 College Teacher of the Year.

For many years, Dr. Cullick has worked with NKU’s Scripps Howard Center for Civic Engagement. He frequently teaches ENG 101 in the Mayerson Student Philanthropy Project. As of fall 2022, he has taught 21 philanthropy classes that have introduced more than 460 NKU students to community engagement. He has facilitated awards in the amount of $64,000 to non-profit organizations in the northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati region.

Dr. Cullick believes it is vitally important for humanities faculty to make their work public for the larger community. He coordinates the judging of the annual grades 7-12 writing competition for the Campbell County Historical and Genealogical Society. He volunteers in local elementary schools with the Kentucky Humanities Primetime Family Reading Program.

Dr. Cullick serves on the Campbell County Public Library’s Board of Trustees and on the Executive Board of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of English.

Abbygail Wright is graduating summa cum laude with a bachelor of arts in Public Relations and History. During her time at NKU, she had multiple President’s and Dean’s List appearances. She was involved in the Public Relations Student Society of America, and Alpha Phi Omega and has held leadership roles in both organizations.

Wright was born and raised in the Greater Cincinnati Region. As an active “theater kid” and lover of the arts, she developed a passion for storytelling and production that later translated into her studies. She always knew she wanted to pursue higher education and has used her time at NKU to learn and embrace new ideas and experiences. Through her studies and participation in organizations on campus, she has found a passion for service and finding ways to contribute to her community, and hopes to continue to do so.

After graduation, Wright plans to pursue a career in public relations within the Greater Cincinnati and Northern Kentucky region. She hopes to continue to grow professionally and find passion in her future work.
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

RICHARD CLARK COOPER
Opening Doors to Inclusion
Melissa Jones, Ph.D.; Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; and Eric Jackson, Ed.D.

KELLY MARIE VASSELL
How Does Early Identification as First-Generation Impact College Success Among Black Students
James Allen, Ed.D.; Jarrod Druery, Ph.D.; and Candice Elmore, DNP, RN

JULIE DIETZ JONES
Examining the Lived Experiences of Bridge Employment

JOSHUA RICHARD WICE
Designing a Community Development Program in a Multijurisdictional County
Mark Wasicsko, Ph.D.; Paul Wirtz, Ph.D.; and Margaret Minzner, Ed.D.

CAROLINE WINSTEL
In the Wildness, I Found that ‘We are Inextricable’: A Disabled Israel Educator and Adaptive Athlete’s Photographic and Poetic Autoethnographic Embrace of Self
Melissa Jones, Ph.D.; Brandelyn Tosolt, Ph.D.; and Barry Chazan, Ed.D.

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

EDUCATION SPECIALIST
Heather Kate Alexander
Taylor Morgan Pinson Barnes
Rebecca Lynn Bates
Bailey Waters Bradley
Stephanie Dennemann
Ronald Jason Gay
Tiffany Devon Gruen
Dustin Alan Hancock
Donaldson
Robyn Rene Heitschmidt
Trey Kymbre James
Brooke Rene Lynn Lechner
Regina Adrianne Mason
Tiffany N. Hicks

Lori K. Melton
Susan North Raisor
Deborah Kay Reyes
Victoria Stacy
Josh Paul Watts
Nicole Renee Williams
Tara Jane Yeast

Kambron Spalding Bruner
Nicole Busch
Derrick Jermaine Carr
Taylor Abigail Frank
Christine Lynn Gaef
Sarah Grubb
Rebecca Harris
Rebecca Mary Hotard
Allison Na Hunter
Jenna Ann Hund
Kaitlynn Marie Jensen
Madison Claire Jessee
Megan Joines
Haley Linkous
Amber Nicole Lisby

Megan Danielle Long
Margaret Suzanne Moore
Rachel Newman
Elizabeth Anne Oliver
Ana Riggs
Donny Roundtree
Jeremy Michael Staley

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
Robert Kyle Boh
Tayland Boswell
Elaine Arnett
Kathryn Jo Ann Ball
Keely Shaye Bartley
Geoffrey Martin Becker
Jennifer Lynn Blume
Robin Elizabeth Bomkamp

Masters of Arts in Teaching
Braden Kyle Boh
Tayland Boswell
Keely Shaye Bartley
Geoffrey Martin Becker
Jennifer Jo Ann Ball
Keely Shaye Bartley

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS

Mikaela Jo Adams
† Aubrielle Anderson
†† Lydia Grace Anglin
Michaela Michelle Argo
†† Hannah Marie Baum
Aliyah Gabrielle Beers
Regan Anna Bernhard
Hunter Steven Bruening
†† Sarah Melissa Calhoun
†† Conner Jacob Campbell
Isabel Grace Campone
† Haylie Cunningham
Michael Lloyd Durham
Cassandra Grace Fausz
†† Karlie Ferguson

† Jennifer Renee Floyd
Mackenzie Taylor Fryman
† Demarie Rain Gagne
† Zachary William Garner
† Samantha Necole Glover
† Gillian Gottschalk
† Rebecca Jean Gripshover
† Allison Lynn Grote
† Benjamin Seth Guilliams
† Sarah Elizabeth Gutzeit
Madeline Barry Hamlin
†† Grace Nicole Hatfield
† Alaina Katherin Henning
† Maya Nicole Hilvert
Morgan Mae Hopper
†† Caitlin Marie Jacobs

†† Elijah Flynn Johnson
Katelyn Marie Johnson
†† Lindsey Nichole Jones
†† Katherine Lauren Kahles
†† Barbel Nicole Kyser
Deborah Ann Lee
Reagan D. Leonard
Cassie Lindhurst
Julia Lauren McDowell
† Caitlin Morris
Britanie Shea Murphy
† Ashley Michelle Poff
Alexis Marie Robbins
Kyle Andrew Roberts
† Emily Georgeann Schepere
† Victoria Paige Schewe

†† Robin N. Scott
Rachel Lee Sherry
William D. Simpson
†† Raeanne Nicole Smith
†† Jessica Morgan Somerfield
† Emma Kristine Souder
Michael Staverman
† Destiny Rae Taylor
† MeKaisha Ayane Tresenwriter
Elizabeth Catherine Twehues
† Taylor Youn Wagner
Paige Michelle West
Rachael Lauren Wetzel
Makayla Janai Wilson

Honors symbols legend on page 27.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
IN ENGLISH
Angela Crout
Ashley Gray
Julie Victoria Hart
Megan Elizabeth Jones
Amy Millholland
Matthew Ryan Robinson
Elizabeth Marie Stevenson

MASTER OF ARTS
IN PUBLIC HISTORY
Joseph Patrick Block

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Pamela Elaine Fisher
Juyeon Han
Jason T. Midkiff

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Nick Bliven
Jasmine C. M. Brown
Angela Crout
Ashley Gray
Haley Jacobs
Megan Elizabeth Jones
Amy Millholland
Abbie Rees Geiser
Matthew Ryan Robinson
Brittney Renae Taylor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
† Sayed Abdul Rab
Isa Hamzah Abdul-Noor II
Fatimah Abdur-Rahman
Saki Ako Stammer
†† Amy Elizabeth Alig
Omar Nasser Alshafie
Kyrie Rose Amon
Braedon M. Annis
Reagan Archer
Aniya Daquise Arnold
Roger Asher
Katie Ann Autry
Kenneth Ball
Gracie Mae Barnjum
† Tabbatha Carol Beavers
Ashley Michelle Bedford
†† Madison Mckenzie
Bennington
Madison Nicole Bingham
Nyasia Jhonnell Birch
††† Elena Kathryn Bonitz
Corey Boesmer
Caroline Grace Brangers
Rodney Evan Isaiah
Broughton
† Grant Oliver Brumback
†† Kyle Daniel Buchanan
Nicole Diem Huong Bui
Lorel Rea Burgess
Alisha Marie Burnett
† Gregory Scott Butler
† Destiny Renee Ca’Mel
Natalie Grace Caporal
Kendall McKinley Clifford
†† Michael Coker
Hunter Elizabeth Corman
Tanner Blake Craddock
Hunter Edward Cromer
Alexandra Cruciani
† Trenton J. Dalton
Lindsey Michelle Dames
Mackenzie Elizabeth Danker
Jaden Taylor Daut
†† Emily Catherine Davis
Teshon J. Davis
Joel Day
Saima Parvez Demers
Kydall Paige Denniston
Samantha Renee Detzel
† Jonathon Doran
Melody Jane Dryer
Dakota Duncan
Ann Marie Dure
Heather McDaniel Edwards
Emily Jane Egart
James Andrew Endicot
Amon Yves Desire Ettien
† Aaron Eversole
Kylie Elizabeth Ferguson
Evette Judith Fernandez
Shelby Monroe Fist
Tracy Dianne Franzer
†† Emma Caroline Fridenmaker
Amber Fuller
† Savannah Lee Gatton
Zaana Menbere Girma
Matthew Alan Golden
Johana Iridian Gonzalez
Faith Ann Greer
Hannah Emily Groneck
Jacob Austin Haller
Lauren Blake Harris
†† Haley McKee Hartig
††† Kristina Lynn Hartig
Ellen Maria Haskell
William Carter Hassman
Alexander Houston Hensley
Morgan Taylor Herald
†† Laura Hetzer
Camille Raye Hickman
† Aya Sami Khader Hijji
†† Jacob Hogue

Dasia R. Hood
Hailey Hoover
Tsz Kin Hui
Madison Taylor Humphrey
† Jacob Hunter
† Sarah Kaytelyn Isaacs
Whitney Ann Isaacs
† Renea Jagodic
Jacquelyn Jampole
† Taylor Paige Jauregui
Madeline N. Jerald
† Brian Tyler Jessee
Emma Marie Jones
Jalea Lynn Jones
††† Vincentta Ann Kahmann
† Selena Brook Kemper
Hailey Joyce King
Annalysse Klaber
Jonathan Paul Klein
†† Lindsey Leigh Lang
Luke Daniel Lawson
Jackson Micheal Lehrter
Courtney LeMay
Savannah Kelly Irene Lewis
† Samuel Linkous
† Quentin Gabriel Llamas
† Samantha Mercedes Lohner
† Emily Lundrigan

Honors symbols legend on page 27.
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES HONOR SOCIETIES

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor. Braedon M. Annis Elena Kathryn Bonitz Vincetta Ann Kahmann Samantha Mercedes Lohner Megan Lindsey Taylor Sarah Elizabeth Wells

ALPHA PSI OMEGA
National Theatre Honor Society Andie Angel Ray Archer Hunter Broyles Gabby Casto Sylas Craven Lindsey Dames Keenan Deaton Luke Eisner Kiley Ernst Chloe Esmeier Austin Fidler Ally van Haaren Kristin Kaufman Gus Lynch Max Mason Ella Prather Tre Taylor Jordan Whittaker

BETA BETA BETA
Honor Society for Biological Sciences Mackenzie Danker Oliver Diaz Sumaiya Mohamed Jessica Nienaber Samantha Stricklett Madeline Tucker

LAMBDA ALPHA GAMMA
International Honor Society for Anthropology Devon Manning Ashley Spenneberg Tatum Thomas-O’Connor Independence Turner

PHI SIGMA IOTA
International Foreign Language Honor Society Nathan Flanagan Jacob Hunter Megan Taylor

PSI CHI
International Honor Society in Psychology Shane Beers Amanda Clark Emily Davis Leena Mayi

XI OMEGA
National Political Science Honor Society Gregory Wieland

STEM PEER MENTOR
Savannah Guelda Bradley Hall Rayah Stein
COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS
IN COMMUNICATION
Timothy Wade Walters

MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS INFORMATICS
Amy Kaye Ishmael
Gregory Robert Kelly
Maria Gracia Koo Morales
Edwin A. Loayza
Savannah Jo Schlueter
Monroe
Samuel M. Newell
Dipika Paneru
Miguel Angel Reyes Martinez
Alec Chase Segebarth
Jake Turner

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Sophia Helena Auciello
Bryan Leonard Bauer
Daniel Louis Berringham
Erin Ashley Bunzel
Hunter Wayne Calhoun
Kelsey Marlene Challant
Braden Marquette Chow
Mitchell Adam Clymer
Daniel Charles Creed
† Tanner Hayes Croft
Hatem Feras Dahleh
Rachel Elizabeth Dauer
Edgar Samora Dole
Emma Carlson Eide
Colin Dale Fiedler
† Gretchen LiLith Foxglove
Pilar Renee Freeman
John William Galbraith
Yamille Gonzales
Michael Gunyon
Ryan Hatcher
Trey Phillip Heavner
Griffen Alan Henry
China Maleise Horton
Conner Christian Irwin
Paul Nicholas Kremer
Savannah Kelly Irene Lewis
Leon Love
Christopher Scott McNeil
† † † Mackenzie G. Milner
Mick Octave Ndiaye
Emmily Elizabeth Nelson
Adrianna Vivian Porciello
Mark Ethan Quinn
William Cole Ramsey
Mary Ellen Richardson
Michael Rodriguez
Kyle Chandler Rollins
Alexandra E. Rose
Adeenah Johari Salaah
† Laura Fernanda Sanchez Peregrino
Dallas Saylor
† † Danielle Faith Schneider
† † Noah Jacob Schuler
Adryenne Joy Slayback
Johnathan Smith
Michael Gregory Smith
Jenna Marie Tieman
Justis Alexander White
Stephen Kyle Willard
Andrew Winfree
† † † Abbgail Louise Wright

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Christopher Alexander DeVore
Kaitlin Alissa Smith
Jessica Jo Terino

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY
Bina Bhattarai
Kristin Lee Boggs
Junessa Claire Sison Lanada
Wayne Cory Leek
Suresh Mishra
Robert Edward Ruska, Jr.
Morgan M. Shelton
Mark Cody Stemle
Isaiah Patrick White
Tommy Lee Woods

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATICS
Sarah Marie Baker
Kamryn Balson
Sonja Coyle
Alexandria Dane Horn Gadd
Stephen Kofi Kponyoh
Antonetta Chenal Robertson
Christopher Shane Todd, Jr.
Greg Wilson
Michele Denise Womack
David Adam Zimmerman

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Andrew Harris
Jae-Seung Lee
Rochelle W. Shields

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Aamir Ali
Abdulaziz Faraj M. Alrasheed
† † Samantha Gale Bachman
† † Jesse Martin Back
† † † Noah Vincent Bessler
† Kevin William Biecker
Godwin Tardzenyuy Bime
Cameron Bradshaw
Quinn Gregory Brittain
Faith Nicole Carroll
Colby Caswell
† † Leo Christen
Bree Ann Conley
† Gavin Edward Corbin
† † † Conner Gregory Crull
Zachary Daher
Michael Bernard Dames
Cory Alan DuCharme
† † † † Noah Remington Gestiehr
Ryan Joseph Gosses
Azlin Gutierrez
† Tyler Wallace Hellmann
Lane Houston Hogan
Gabriel McNeil Howard
Ryan William Huffman
Ethan J. Ison
† Ryan Janszen
† Jasandeep Singh Jhaj
Frances L. Jordan
Olivia G. Kettler
† Nicholas Matthew Klaene
Michael Koch
† Nicholas Robert Kolkmeyer
Tyler Harris Kuhn
† † † † Jessica Claire Lester
Nicholas Luis Lima
Mangsa Limbu Pheudin
† † † † Samuel Timothy Long
Andrew James Lucas
† Ethan Marshall Lyle
Christopher McDowell
† Kayleigh Beth McGowan
Kevin Minus
Hoang Vu Huy Nguyen

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Steven Charles Brownfield
Terry Kenneth Chauvin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Steven Charles Brownfield
Terry Kenneth Chauvin

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CYBERSECURITY
Bina Bhattarai
Kristin Lee Boggs
Junessa Claire Sison Lanada
Wayne Cory Leek
Suresh Mishra
Robert Edward Ruska, Jr.
Morgan M. Shelton
Mark Cody Stemle
Isaiah Patrick White
Tommy Lee Woods

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH INFORMATICS
Sarah Marie Baker
Kamryn Balson
Sonja Coyle
Alexandria Dane Horn Gadd
Stephen Kofi Kponyoh
Antonetta Chenal Robertson
Christopher Shane Todd, Jr.
Greg Wilson
Michele Denise Womack
David Adam Zimmerman

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
Andrew Harris
Jae-Seung Lee
Rochelle W. Shields
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (CONT.)

Michael Harris Nieman
† Luke Evan Nordheim
†† Kristopher Maxwell Penn
Nicholas Austin Phelps
Christopher David Polly
Stuart Wellington Pond
†† John David Pulliam

Griffin Arch Quarles
Joseph Charles Regruth
† Ian Christian Renaker-Jansen
†† John Edgar Salsman, IV
Phillip Edward Schirtzinger
† Clinton James Schultz
Nischaya Shrestha
Isaac Avery Sims
†† Jacob Slayton Smith
Logan Michael Snider
Max Percy Sparkman
† Brooke Danielle Taylor
Tho Thanh Truong
†† Lillyann Marie Tursany
Zachary Thomas Wilkins
Zonglin Wu

UNDERGRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Ellen Lois Hokkanen
Andrew James Lucas
Mason Layne Tilley

COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS HONOR SOCIETIES

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS

University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor. Ethan Marshall Lyle

LAMBD A PI ETA

National communication honor society of the National Communication Association
Emmily Nelson

STEM PEER MENTOR

Nick Klaene
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HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

PROCEDENTIAL MUSIC
NKU Philharmonic Orchestra
Amy Gillingham Culligan, Director

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL
John Farrar
President, NKU Faculty Senate
Grand Marshal

NATIONAL ANTHEM
Francis Scott Key

Rachel Gardner ('23)
Chloe Hedrick ('23)
Ellie O’Hara ('23)
Students in the School of the Arts

WELCOME AND OPENING REMARKS
Matt Cecil
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

RECOGNITION OF FACULTY AND STAFF
Matt Cecil

ADDRESS
Jonathan S. Cullick
Professor of English,
Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award Recipient

INTRODUCTION OF STUDENT SPEAKER
Daniel Myers ('23)
President, NKU Student Government Association

Kasey Duncan ('22)
Student Representative, College of Health and Human Services

INVITATION TO THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Kathy Espinosa ('07, ’14)
Member, NKU Alumni Board of Directors

CHARGE TO GRADUATES
Ashish K. Vaidya
President, Northern Kentucky University

CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Ashish K. Vaidya

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN
THE COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dale Stephenson
Dean, College of Health and Human Services

PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES IN
THE HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Hassan HassabElnaby
Dean, Haile College of Business

ALMA MATER
Original lyrics and melody Charles Wiley
rev. Carolyn Hagner/harm. Kurt Sander

Rachel Gardner ('23)
Chloe Hedrick ('23)
Ellie O’Hara ('23)
Students in the School of the Arts

CLOSING REMARKS
Eddie Howard
Vice President for Student Affairs and Enrollment Management

RECESSIONAL MUSIC
NKU Philharmonic Orchestra
Amy Gillingham Culligan, Director
Kasey Duncan is graduating with a Bachelor of Social Work degree, minors in both Social Justice and Human Services and Addictions, as well as micro-credentials in Gerontology and Forensic Social Work.

Growing up in the small town of Brookville, Indiana, Duncan witnessed the stigmas around mental health challenges and the scarcity of resources that are common in many rural towns. Because of this experience, as early as age fourteen she decided that she wanted to pursue social work to make an impact on these unmet needs in the community.

During her time at NKU she worked with Campus Police to connect students with resources that would help them succeed. Duncan promoted inclusive excellence through working with Campus Police to create a training centered around LGBTQ+ history and how that can impact student-police relations. She was also a peer mentor for the Supported Higher Education Program and a volunteer for Fuel NKU, the university’s on-campus food bank.

Following graduation, Duncan plans to pursue her Social Work License for the state of Kentucky. She would like to continue her path in Forensic Social Work, helping police departments and community members navigate the criminal justice process, advocating for marginalized communities and promoting equality.

Jonathan S. Cullick, Professor of English, joined the NKU faculty in 2001. He served as Director of the NKU Writing Instruction Program and then as Chair of the Department of English. He is the 2022 recipient of the Frank Sinton Milburn Outstanding Professor Award.

A former middle school language arts teacher, Dr. Cullick is a teacher educator, specializing in English secondary education. He teaches courses in the methods of teaching high school writing, literature and middle grades young adult literature as well as advanced grammar. He supervises student teachers in high schools throughout the northern Kentucky and Cincinnati region. In his career at NKU, he has mentored 75 student teachers in 40 local schools.

He is a two-time recipient of the NKU College of Education Award for Outstanding University Clinical Educator for his work with student teachers. The Kentucky Council of Teachers of English named him the 2019 College Teacher of the Year.

For many years, Dr. Cullick has worked with NKU’s Scripps Howard Center for Civic Engagement. He frequently teaches ENG 101 in the Mayerson Student Philanthropy Project. As of fall 2022, he has taught 21 philanthropy classes that have introduced more than 460 NKU students to community engagement. He has facilitated awards in the amount of $64,000 to non-profit organizations in the northern Kentucky/Greater Cincinnati region.

Dr. Cullick believes it is vitally important for humanities faculty to make their work public for the larger community. He coordinates the judging of the annual grades 7-12 writing competition for the Campbell County Historical and Genealogical Society. He volunteers in local elementary schools with the Kentucky Humanities Primetime Family Reading Program.

Dr. Cullick serves on the Campbell County Public Library’s Board of Trustees and on the Executive Board of the Kentucky Council of Teachers of English.
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DOCTORAL CANDIDATE DEGREES

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

SAGER ABDELFATTAH ABUINSEIR
Reducing Avoidable Hospital Readmissions: A Primary Care-focused Intervention
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Colleen Morley, DNP, RN, CCM, CMA, CMCN, ACM

LAURA MARY BARNES
Quality Improvement: Reducing Reoccurrence of Venous Leg Ulceration Through Education
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN,MSN, MBA; Kathleen Young, MSN, CNL, Manager of Wound Care Center – Preceptor

MARY CATHERINE BURKE
Improving Patient-Centered Preconception and Contraception Care in a Federally Qualified Health Center by asking the “One Key Question”: A Quality Improvement Project
Lisa English Long, Ph.D., RN, CNS, Expert EBP Mentor; Alyssa Monsivais, DNP, CNM

PREVENTION PROTOCOL IN A LONG-TERM CARE FACILITY
Amanda Curtsinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Harold Ferguson DO; Megan Lash, RN, MSN, FNP-C

SELENA MARIE CORRINGTON
Measuring the Effects of a Workplace Violence Algorithm in an Emergency Department Setting
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Serenity Glazer, DNP, RN, NE-BC

TIFFANY LATOYA DEAN
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Scheduled Care Leads to Reduce Mental Health Readmission
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Carlos Zambrano, MD

KATHY DERRICK
An Evaluation of Clinical Staff’s Health Literacy Knowledge in a Family Practice Clinic
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Linda Irle, DNP, APRN-FPA, FNP; Cindy Zimmerman, DNP, MSN, BSN-BC

DINA OWUSUAA ESHUN
Individualized Fall Prevention Recommendations at Home
Jitana Benton-Lee, DNP, MSN, MBA-PC; Steven Robertson, MD
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CANDICE LYNN HERMAN
Preliminary ICU Transition
Program for Senior BSN Students
Denise Robinson, Ph.D., RN, APRN;
Veronica Martin, DNP, RN, NEA-OB

GINA GAYLE HERRON
Beyond the Bedside: Maternal Health Policy and Advocacy for Nurses
Jitana Benton-Lee, DNP, MSN, MBA-HC, NEA-BC; Ashley Rainey, MSN, RN

LOUELLA MARIE SAJOR HOLTZ
Impact of Educational Intervention on Medical-Surgical Nurses’ Knowledge on Delirium and Use of Brief Confusion Assessment Method (bCAM) Scale
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Jacklyn Luna-Maglaqui, DNP, RN

KELLY R. HORN
Assessing Healthcare Provider Readiness to Screen for Intimate Partner Violence in a Women’s Health Midwifery Setting
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Lisa Fedderke, CNM

JENNIFER LYNN HUNTER
Social Health Needs Assessment and Community Resource Program Project at a Medically Underserved Clinical Site
Anne Sahingo, DNP, MSN-ED, BSN, RN; Teresa Huber, DNP, MSN, BSN, RN

CAITLIN ERIN JEANMOUGIN
Evaluating the Impact of an Educational Intervention on Nursing Labor Support Practices and Cesarean Birth Rates
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Donna Green, Ph.D., MSN, RN C-efm

ROSANTA JOHNSON
A Quality Improvement Project to Improve LOS and Readmissions in Post-Open-Heart Patients
Anne Sahingo, DNP, MSN-ED, BSN, RN; Gary C. Brown, M.D., F.A.C.C

MELISSA ANN JONES
Impact of Sterotactic Body Radiation Therapy after FOLFIRINOX in Metastatic Pancreatic ductal Adenocarcinoma followed by Gemcitabine, Docetaxel, Capecitabine plus Pembrolizumab: A Case Study
Denise Robinson, Ph.D., RN; Neal Dunlap, MD; Vivek Sharma, MD

DIANA BROOKE JUDD
The Comparison of Two Fall Risk Scales on Hospitalized Adult Patients
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Beth Gamble, Ph.D., MSN, RN, CNE, MDSURG-BC

CHARDAR DEZARAE KELLY
The Evaluation of Chronic Pain Management with Chiropractic Services
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Kate Baker, RN, Doctor of Chiropractic

LATOYA ROCHESTER LOCKETT
Improving Clinical Competency of Acute Care Nurses Through Simulation
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Andrea Harrow, DNP, RN, CENP, FACHE

KELLI ELAINE LONG
A Quiet Room for Staff: A Mental Health Intervention to Measure Burnout and Anxiety at the Bedside
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Charelsea Prichard, MSN, RN, CCRN, CCAP, NE-BC

AYANNA W. LOWRY
Does the Intersectionality of Social Determinants Impact Access to Quality Healthcare and Insurance Fraud and Abuse in Medicare Beneficiaries Greater than an Individual Social Determinant?
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Diane Hanson, JD, RN

YASMIN MAJUMDER
Urine Drug Screening in MAT (Medication Assisted Treatment) for Opiate Use Disorder
Denise Robinson, Ph.D., RN, APRN; Wendy Fletcher, DNP, RN

REBECCA ELIZABETH MALOTT
A Quality Improvement Project for Early Identification of Atrial Fibrillation in Young Females with Palpitations
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Muhammad Abdallah, MD

LYNCEE DEE MONSON
Supporting New Nurse Transition into Practice: Development of a Structured Orientation Program
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Kelli Fischer, MSN, BSN, RN

DAVID NESBIT
Reducing Heart Failure Readmissions
Amanda Curtisinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Jennifer Zeinstra, MSN, NPD-BC, PCCN-K

MERCY NGEUSANG
How Has Poor Staffing Contributed to Higher Return to Acute Rates?
Anne Sahingo, DNP, MSN-ED, BSN, RN; Maria Ambalong, MD

FOLARIN OPAKUNLE
Measuring the Effects of a Fall Risk Program in a Long-Term Care Setting
Angela Henderson, Ph.D., RN, MSN, MBA; Candace Toolefree, DNP

ANN RICHERT
Resiliency in Remote Nursing Teams
Natalie Smith-Holmquist, DNP, APN, CPNP-PC; Laura Willis, DNP, APRN-CN, CMSRN

JENNIFER MARTIN SHULL
Improving the Culture of Safety in the Operating Room Through Team-Based Training
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Marie Leist-Smith, MSN, RN

STACY L. SLATER
ACES Awareness and Trauma-Informed Concepts in Nursing
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Christy Rapoza, DNP, RN

MONICA STOUT
Improving Depression Screening and Follow-Up in an Outpatient setting through Implementation of Evidence-Based Protocol
Anne Sahingo, DNP, MSN-ED, BSN, RN; Angel White, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC
TIFFANI ANNE STRANGE
Does Additional Education Change Providers’ Prescribing Practices for UTI Management?
Natasha Smith-Holmquist, DNP, APN, CPNP-PC; Elizabeth Cordial, MD

MELISSA ELIZABETH STUFFLE
Improving Clinical Judgment of Newly-Hired Nurses with In-Situ and Structured Debrief
Jennifer DellAntonio, D.Ed., MSN, RN, CNE; Jennifer Embree, DNP, RN, NE-BC, CCNS, FFAN

MELISSA DAWN STURTZ
Improving Sexually Transmitted Infection Knowledge in the Young Adult Through Education
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Terra Armstead, DNP, RN, CEN

ANGEL DAWN TAYLOR
Telehealth Versus In-Person Treatment: Greater Impact on Anxiety?
Karen Vietz, Ph.D., CNS, RN; Janecia King, DNP, RN

ERICKA LATISE SUNNERVILLE
Improving Awareness of Borderline Personality Disorder Amongst Primary Care Providers
Amanda Curtisinger, DNP, RN, AHN-BC; Madeleine Eugene, DNP, PMHNP-BC, AGNP-C, RN-B

MARGARET LYNN TAYLOR
The Implementation of a Phased Orientation on a Post-Partum Unit to Improve Engagement
Karen O’Connell, RN, FNP-BC, NEA-BC; Sara Newberry DNP, CMSRN, RN

MICHIELE RENEE THEISS
Routine Assessment of Anxiety in Adolescents in the Primary Care Setting
Natasha Smith-Holmquist, DNP, APN, CPNP; Elizabeth Delaney, DNP, APRN, FNP-BC

TONIA RENEE WALKER
The Effects of Adding Adjuvant Therapy for Patients with Moderate to Chronic Pain
Michelle Anthony, Ph.D., RN; Nicholas E. Leverette, BS, BS, DC

EMILY ANNE WALSH
Improving the Kentucky Medicaid Quality Strategy
Denise Robinson, Ph.D., RN; Gary Ozanich, Ph.D.

ASHLEY ELIZABETH WIGGERS
Implementation of Modified CIWA Protocol: Improving Care in Patients at risk for Substance Abuse Withdrawal and Reducing Ventilation Days
Jennifer DellAntonio, D.Ed., MSN, RN, CNE; Jacqueline Lather, DNP, CRNP

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES GRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CLINICAL MENTAL HEALTH COUNSELING
Mae Botz
Alexis Amani Broach
Kaitlyn Marie Cappel
Andrew Donovan Dupont
Zachary Kevin Fannin
Allison Faith Kalfas
Gabrielle Karwath
Savannah Jewel Kreiner
Jared Laughlin
Katherine Elizabeth Maxwell
Ethan Samuel May
Emilie Jordyn McCaffrey
Alicia Katherine Prew
Tiffany Crystal Reese
Madilyn Marie Ritter
Sarah Sanchez
Ashton Michael Stamper
Macie Nicole Tucker
Anthony Zimmermann

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK
Josie Anderson
Anne Sue Backer
Breanna Bailey
Elizabeth June Bailey
Lisa Marie Beckett
Amy Belcher
Allyson Benson
Rebecca R. Burgard
Alexius Genise Crowley
Stephanie Jean Downard
Rebecca Jean Eckstein
Jennifer Anne Franks
Jeremy Michael Fryman
Lashae Lynn Green
Christie-Lee JeTaun Griffin
Deborah Hawkins
Kilee Nicole Hoffstedder
Sharie Nicole Hogan
Theresa Renee Hooks
Brandie Issler
Hanna King
Sarah Ashley Lowe
Amanda Marie Mae
Sarah Nicole McCartney
Elizabeth Meggs
Elizabeth Jean Morrison
Ana Machado Musgrave
Mariah Anne Patton
Erika Reynolds
Carissa Salyers
Ashley Marie Sciba
Sarina Alice Shull
Emily Jean Stanberry
Marissa Alaine Tawadros
Ebony-Nicole Latrice Thomas
Taylor Marie Weaver

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE SCIENCE
Michael David Finkelstein
Lauryn Elizabeth Gray
Briana Nicole Horn
Adam James Powell
Kimberly P. Wolfe

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Melissa Bowman
Taylor Ewing Dudley
Erin Nicole Fornwald
Xavier Moné Harden
Chelsea Danielle Hardesty
Samantha Paige Howard
Gabrielle Alina Medrano
Haley Marie Midkiff
Ashley Nichole Witherbee

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SCIENCE
Maya Candadai
Chi Ngoc Hoang Cao
Crystal Jean Carpenter
Kimberly A. Cox
Tamika Chareas Lewis
Donetta Samone Smith
Emily Marie Tyler
Sherita Renee Vernon
Cassie Abendroth
Sandra Durowaa Aboagye
Hali Adams
Uyen Adams
Eva Adamyan
Omolarache Adegjimi
Hannah Aderele
Olabisi Kehinde Adewumi
Omolola Adegbe
Felix Agoye
Maqbool Ahmad
Dana Elizabeth Ahmed
Najimu Akanni Akanji
Valerie Akins
Obafemi Akinsanya
Deema Al Ajarmeh
Liana Alam
Jennifer Rae Alexander
Alysha Ali
Barkat Ali
Nancy Lalusin Alinea
Carolann Harvey Allen
Alexandra Marie Allgeier
Tiffany Amos
Jessica Apland
Loretta Chidinma Armstrong
Meldomi Asabea Asante
Irene Ziebith Atanga
Ngoasong Ateawung
Achaleke Atemnkeng
Delphine Njinkeng
Atemnkeng
Habiba Audu
Mary Ellen Austin
Nicholas Azad
Shelby Lynn Bachman
Tia Nicole Bacon
Jonathan Nelson Bailey
Beth Ann Baker
Brenda Ann Baker
Taylor Marie Ball
Peyton Nicole Barlow
Briana Anise Barnett
Kayla Ann Hart Barnett
Natalie Basart
Caroline Rose Baumgartner
Hayley R. Beckmann
Elena Dimitrova Belova
Joyce Bemah
Kenneth Bender
Kourtney Leanne Benson
Andrew Gail Beougher
Melissa Robin Berardi
Mackenzie Elizabeth Bertram
Karissa Sheree Bird
Heather Marie Birk
Trina Renay Birkemeier
Stacey Bishop
Britny Leeanne Boggs
Annie Booth
Jacqueline Renee Bortu
Karrin Boylston
Kathryn Elizabeth Brackman
Kayla Bradfield
Christina Marie Brady
Sara Grace Braswell
Cynthia Brosius
Carrie D. Brown
Corriisa Brown
Olivia Brown
Rande Jo-Lynne Brown
Sarah Faye Brown
Tomi Liles Browning
Cody Bryan
Jennifer Marie Buherre
Amber Danielle Buffinger
Alyse Marie Bulleit
Laura Kathleen Burkey
Hayley Marie Bussey
April Butler
Emily Rae Cain
Stacey Marie Caldwell
Victoria Cammack
Lakeema Antwanette Cannon
Mary Grace Carlisle
Louis Edward Carrarre
Kevin Carter
Tabatha Case
Ashley Marie Castleberry
Jade Marie Cates
Marsena Eleasah Cathcart
Andrew Dewayne Caudill
Rebecca Mae Caudill
Kimberly J. Chandler
Melissa Jean Cheatham
Jessica Delores Cherol
Michele Lynn Chuang
Eveline Di Chuyeh-Tamfu
Christina Rose Clements
Adam Jesse Colden
Abigail Marie Cole
Melanie Lynn Collins
Kendall Hope Jane Comeaux
Devin Elisabeth Comte
Larry Trent Conley
Ryan Alexander Conley
Faith Madeline Conovich
Kendra Considine
Devon Marie Constant
Kathleen Cook
Lyndci Marie Cornett
Kristen Cox
Lindsey A. Cox
Shannon Marie Crask
Savannahne Rene Crish
David Scott Croston
Elena Marie Cyrusa
Maria Ann Daniele
David Kwame Dapaah
Mammietta Darko
Rhoda Darkwa
Jared Austin Davis
Jessica Waddles
Jessica Lynn Davis
Kylle Renee Denker
Heather Nichole Dennis
Savannah Diehl
Candice Emma Dingman
Rosa Vincenza DiPrima
Jenna Ivy Dooley
Angela Dotson
Shannon Driscoll
Keely Dawn Dukes
Brittany Renae Duncan
Laurie Dunham
Ashley Nicole Durham
Rebecca Megan Dykes
Taylor Marie Eaton
Sherrie Eaves
Derek Ebbeskotte
Amanda Ann Edwards
John Chigozie Ejikeime
Leslie Anne Ellis
April Marie Endsley
Amanda Donita England
William Peter English
Shelley Lynn Estes
Sol Estrada
Idara Etukudo
Victoria Rachael Evers
Lindsey L. Fannin
Misti Ann Fannin
Lindsey Rose Fascione
Tracy Jean Ferguson
Brooklyn Kate Fette
Stephanie Ann Fiddler
Pamela Lynn Fincato
Elizabeth Finley
Lindsey Madison Flanagan
Nicole Denise Fletcher-Griggs
Sarah Anne Flynn
Aubrey Ford
Matthew Ryan Foulks
Elizabeth Fox
Jonathan Mark Fox
Maria Joann Fox
Sara Ashley Fox
Katherine Lee Frantz
Arthur Edwin Freyere III
Chelsea Marie Fryer
Lindsay Dawn Fulcher
Ellie Grace Fulgham
Shannon Dawn Fyffe
Jennifer Lynn Garner
Stephanie Gaskin
Claudia Michelle Gibson
Ashley Mae Gibson-Price
Kristy Michelle Gilliam
Emma Kathleen Gray
Miles Joseph Green
Stacy Lynn Griffin
Tiffany Gross
Elizabeth Gruber
Ashley Brooke Gulley
Shelby Lynne Guthrie
Olivia Nichole Hafer
Leslee Poole Haile
Indira Halkic
Calli Ryon Hall
Dena Denise Hall
Karen M. Hall
Tyler Allen Hall
Julie Hamburg
Jessica Kameron Johnson
Hamilton
Lauren M. Hamilton
Samuel Peyton Hamilton
Michael Hammel
Kelsey Rae Hammes
Jenna Peake Harmon
Katharina Lynn Harris
Natasha Dawn Hendren
Jeanne L. Hensley
Joshua Steven Herald
Lauren Alicia Herr
Amanda Marie Hoffman
Ashley Holbrook
Evan Samuel Hollar
Caroline Anne Holmes
Elizabeth Marie Hopkins
Ryan Lee Hopson
Alicia Marie Horner
Tonia Denise Hoskins
Joseph Paul Hughes
Jared Brock Hutchinson
Makenzie Stoner Hutchinson
Darlington Chidera Igbokwe
Christine S. Isaac
Catherine Jackson
Gina Jacobson
Asia James
Ashley Nicole Jenk
Isabel Irene Jones
Sara Kathleen Jones
Tiara Jones
Ellison Gregory Kaehr
Elieth Kamala
Vivian Marie Kaufman
Kristen Regina Kellogg
Heather Sue Kelsey
Leigh Ann King
Bryan Arthur Klein
Anastasia Elizabeth Klotz
Emily Jordan Kuzma
Lizette Lagunas
Antoinette J. Lamar-Martina
Kristene Gayle Lamb
Amanda Jean Lambert
Mariah B. Lang
Sarina Rae Lashbrook
Brandon Tyrel Lasseter
Ton Quang Le
TaLesha Denée Leachmann
Brigitte Rose Lee
Christopher Mark Lehman
Heather LeAnne LeMaster
Janet M. Lemert
Heather Lett
Chao Li
Heather Liming
Mollie Ann Lipp
Christian Harley Litman
Lacie Lockhart
Anthony Jordan Looney
Sophie Looney
Kelsey Lowe
Jennifer Lucas
Shelby Reid Lund
Megan Marie Lyvers
Maris Mahalak
Brittany Diane Majzak
Hannah Margaret Maki
Ciara Nicole Mann
Vincent Ian Markowicz
Alisha Martin
Altrovise Monica Martin
Artesian Charisma Martin
Abigail Mathis
Brittany Leigh Mattingly
Deven Rose McCart
Courtney Rae McCauley
Clare McClafferty
Megan Ann McClenny
Lisa Catherine McCuskey
Marley McMahon
Britney Nicole McPeek
Stephanie Mediavilla
Kayla Melton
Elizabeth Grace Miles
Joana Milla
Amanda Miller
Tara Diane Misko
Erica Shawnta Mitchell
Jessica Claire Mitchell
Mary Mitchell
Carinn Mixon-Hunter
Cecilia Anne Moffett-Hesch
Elizabeth Michelle Moore
Kasey Moore
Stephanie Anne Morris
Mary Ann Mowbray
Reginia Rena Mullins
Haley Elizabeth Murphy
Judy Murua
Eriin Regan Myers
Keri Nadar
Kaori Nagai
Savannah Brook Nally
Andrea Nicole Neace
Matthew Russell Neamon
Gwendolyn Elaine Neblett
Ashley Chef Nelson
Janny Nelson
Sara J. Nemetz
Laura Newcomb
Phuong-Thao Thi Nguyen
Tuoanh Hong Nguyen
Jessica Noble
Jennifer Noffsinger
Lauren Elizabeth Nori
Sylvia Christine Newo
Nkontiltro Njideka Nwofor
Cassandra D. Oakley
Kaela d’Alene O’Brien
Maryam Oladejo
Adeola Olaofe
Theresa A. Olusola
Samuel Olooluwadeyemi
Raphael Omotu
Cornelius Onyekelu
Lindsay Ann Osborne
Elizabeth Anne Paparodis
Laura Ashley Pawelec
Rachel A. Peckham
Shannon Summer Pemberton
Matthew Alan Penix
Austin Michael Peters
Brittany Petty
Heather Elaine Phillips
GraceAnn Ashley Pittari
Martin Ngw Knwele Pong
Merry Cristal Quintanilla
Tyler J. Rafferty
Taryn Elizabeth Ray
Damian Alexander Reed
Jacqueline Rice
Kayla Kristine Richter
Katie Nicole Riley
Amy Elizabeth Ritter
Dianna D. Russell
Gloria Grace Robertson
Ashlyn Robinson
Andrea Virginia Sparks Rogers
Angela Robins Rotshinsky
Heather Renee Roland
Nathan Edward Rosenberger
Nicole Lynn Ruggles
Happiness M. Salukele
Matthew Thomas Sanders
Aubrie Schroer
Meredith Catherine Schulte
Emily Schutz
Brandi Schwartz
Daniel Scintino
Latresha Love Scott
Sarah Marie Scuten
Rachel Kathleen Secor
Joseph Patrick Seidl
Coleen Marie Serzanin
Nadege Sesonga
Jenna Elaine Settles
Tina A. Shadley
Rebecca Lynn Shonkwiler
Beverly Shook
Carina Cavalieri Sill
Manpreet Singh
Ashly Nichole Skaggs
Cory Nichole Shulser
Danielle Dona Smith
Jelea Marie Smith
JoAnn Renee Rabie Smith
Kendra Faith Smith
Sarah Lynn Smith
Ashley Monique Smith-Jones
Amy Weir Snyder
Kristina M. Snyder
Stephanie Michelle Somervile
Whitney Rasmussen
Sommers
Melinda Rae Sparks
Jessica Brooke Speckman
Dylis Spio
Rebecca Carter Sprauer
Michael William Spraul
Casey Christine Sprouse
Nieka Bain Stallworth
Amber Nichole Steele
Sarah Elisabeth Stein
Marshall Brandon Stewart
Natalie Michelle Stone
Ibrahim O. Sulaiman
Sarah Kaitlin Sullivan
Michael Adam Swope
Lachawnda Danielle Szuldo
Kayla Shane Tackett
Stephanie Netina Tafflinger
Kaitlyn Distler Tallio
Melissa Pilar Tatum
Alexandra Nicole Taylor
Monica Taylor
Yvette Irene Taylor
Ashley Brianne Roberts Tharp
Rachel Marie Thatcher
Andrew Joseph Thole
Alicia Thomas
Linda L. Thomas
Crystal Nicole Thomas
Ann Elaine Lehenk Thompson
Jodie Lea Thummel
Taylor Tidwell
Jade Alison Tilford
Tory Nicole Tobin
Natalie Elizabeth Toffey
Nicole Marie Topits
Jennifer Caroline Townsend
Heather Turner
Brandy Lyn Tygart
Sydney Rae Lynn Van Meter
Emily Rose Vidri
Susan LaVerne Vincent
Victoria Dawn Voss
Tara Michelle Wagner
Kaya Walaszek
Andrea Porschette Walker
Ellen Katherine Wallin
Bezankeng D. Wanatu
Tara Michelle Wagner
Lachawnda Danielle Szuldo
Kayla Shane Tackett
Stephanie Netina Tafflinger
Kaitlyn Distler Tallio
Melissa Pilar Tatum
Alexandra Nicole Taylor
Monica Taylor
Yvette Irene Taylor
Ashley Brianne Roberts Tharp
Rachel Marie Thatcher
Andrew Joseph Thole
Alicia Thomas
Linda L. Thomas
Crystal Nicole Thomas
Ann Elaine Lehenk Thompson
Jodie Lea Thummel
Taylor Tidwell
Jade Alison Tilford
Tory Nicole Tobin
Natalie Elizabeth Toffey
Nicole Marie Topits
Jennifer Caroline Townsend
Heather Turner
Brandy Lyn Tygart
Sydney Rae Lynn Van Meter
Emily Rose Vidri
Susan LaVerne Vincent
Victoria Dawn Voss
Tara Michelle Wagner
Kaya Walaszek
Andrea Porschette Walker
Ellen Katherine Wallin
Bezankeng D. Wanatu
Lara Malatesta Ware
Lauren Watts
Mallorie Elizabeth Weis
Merrissa Anne Wesley
Jeremy Eugene West
Haakon Ronald Weyel
Nicole Brennae Whestine
Trisha Lynn Whitacre
Analissa Marie White
Ashley Kathleen White
Brian Craig White
Bianca Whitlow
Brittany Nicole Williams
Veronica Anne Williams
Terra Michelle Williamson
Michelle Winburn
Jill Ford Withrow
Tristan Ann Woelmer
Danielle Renee Wharton
Sherree Woodall
Andrea Michelle Woodcock
MacKenzie Nicole Wyatt
Shelbi Yoe
James Eldridge Young III
Kimberly Michelle Zelasco
Megan Zik

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

Ngosika Aindu
Kathleen Newbold Adragna
Cathy Norman Al-Needny
Kendra Alyssa Avant-Ortiz
Tawakaltulu Afolashade Babawale
Tonia Danielle Bershinsky
Chantal Boyd
Crystal Lovella Branhm
Taletha K. Brown
Rael Jenro Chebbi
Miranda Craig
Rowena Marie De La Cruz
Vareena Renee DeKeyzer
Maureen Iyesogie Diij
Noelle Djoungoue Dilgarde
Thembelani Dube
Tina Duncan
Ofonime Ekpe
Megan Enyart
Nkengafac Eti
Maydia Stephanie Facey
Joan Fadonugu-Kuton
Wallace Dale Fox, Jr.
Allison Gajownik
Kimberly Marie Goddard
Misty Goldson
Randi Danielle Hagen
Nnaka Ikearov Harrison
Becky A. Hodges
Taylor Hornschemeier
Njideka Ikeakor
Anna Timurova Illiasova
Ugonwa Gloria Izuegbu
Sarah E. Jacobs
Kiersten Sesher Johnson
Julia Mason Jubb
Ginger Lynne Justice
Gretchen Mary Keeeslar
Meredith Kendall-Dunlow
Jill D. Ann Kesser
Michelle Kleinmann
Alexandra Rae Kleyenberg
Sharon Deondra Lawrence
Brennan Phillip David Lehotay
Tonia Lower
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATE DEGREES

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Collin Glenn Talbert

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
† Joshua David Adams
†† Alexandria Bablitz
† Jacob Michael Barth
† Maura Bennett
† Heather Juanita Berry
Rebecca Jean Boggs
Daniel Scott Boland
Kaylee Marie Bold
† Samantha Catherine Bourgeois
Jacob James Bramlage
†† Lindsey Nicole Burnett
† Makayla Nicole Burris
†† Chelsea Marie Castellanos
† Leah Chenot
††† Cesily Nicole Colaluca

Saidah Crawford
†† Dakarria Denise Davis
† Jacyln E. Dicken
† Lauren Doll
† Jana Alexis Donithan
† Dawn Michelle Easybuck
†† Kara Michele Evans
Madalyn R. Franklin
† Abbygayle Rose Freeman
Jamesha Nishell Fulfillove
Vanessa Goodlett
Whitney Marie Grinstead
Jillian M. Haley
††† Crystal Harris
Mary Hehman
†† Gina Marie Hellmann
Ciara Chantelle Hibbe
Katelyn Elizabeth Hill
Marsha Hunt
† Abigail Anne Jenkins

Mariah Lynn Johnson
† Michelle Lee Johnson
†† Austin Taylor Kelly
Delaney Loraine Kuhlman
Alicia Lavigne
Carson Ryan Lee
††† Brandon Light
Conner Thomas Lucas
† Zahra Abdulullah Maisari
Donya McCrea
Taylor Anne McGrath
† Olivia Claire Motz
† Courtney Danielle Mullins
† Kyle Nickles
††† Holden Lee Nieukirk
Nick Scott Noble
Heaven Leigh Powell
Rachael Renee Rankin
† Kylie Nicole Renchen
†† Kathryn Mae Russell
† Sarah Jennifer Schaefer
Michelle Ann Schaffer
Alyssa Nichole Scolf
Samantha Frances Skeens
Madison Smith
† Abigail Jordan Southall
† James Trevor Soward
Marquelle Rene Spencer
Hannah Gayle Summers
††† Joshua Dewayne Sumner
†† Erika Troutman
Thuy Truong
† Traci L. Waters
†† Abby Wendel
†† Pei Yin Tsai Wheeler
†† Amy White
Kishia White
††† Kaylee Jo Wilson
Tonia Nicole Wilson

† Ludivina T. Warren
Tamara Kay Wellman
Rachael Ann Thi Westfall
Terry Lynn Winoker
Lindsey Yokum
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

†† Miranda Adams
Heather M. Adams-Schalk
Grace Margaret Allen
† Stephanie Renee Ankeny
Christina Marie Aylor
Abbigail G. Baird
† Mitchell Steven Baker
††† Addie Barnett
† Tiffany Belcher
†† Collin McCormick Bellomy
†† Christine Reanna Bishop
Tessa Bledsoe
††† Alexis Morgan Bodkin
Savanah Reese Bolser
††† Loren Bostick
† Garrett Bowling
†† Jessica Lee Ann Bowling
† Jennifer Brauer
† Amanda Brown
† Erica Rose Brown
† Seth Eugene Burriss
† Erika Kay Cancel
† Kendra Cavins
† Chandra Nicole Clewell
† Kristina Cloward
†† Jordan M. Cole
Silver Addison Cole
† Ashleigh Nicole Cronin
Ashley Jo Davis
† Katelyn Mae Dawson
Casey Doyle
Shannon Kathleen Drinkuth
Mariah Dugan
†† Alyssa Duncanson
†† Laura Anne Elbe
Rebecca Ann Elliott
† Blessing Enobakhar
†† Brooke Eden Farley
Heather Ferrell
† Courtney Allison Flowers
†† Alyssa Fortner
† Hannah Frank
†† Nicole Lynn Garcia
Emily Nicole Gay
Mary E. Gillum
Paxton Ann Glenn
† Tit Tammy M. Groves
† Regan Lindsay Guenther
† Hailey Marie Hamann
† Laken Russell Hamilton
† Destiny John Helffing
† Abigail Lynn Hines
Ashlie Marie Hood
†† Kylie Adeline House
†† Kristen Ann Hubbard
†† Taylor Hudnutt
Emily Hughes
†† Angela Marie Jacobs
Quinn James
†† Frances L. Jewell
†† Melissa Susan Johnson
† Jacqueline Jo King
† Leona Kelly Levine
Luke Lockard
† Leah Michele Locke
†† Willfried Harris Lohourignon
† Emily Lundrigan
Haylee Kay Manning
Steefanie Andrea Mason
† Jennifer Mawk
†† Alyssa Mattea Meade
Hannah Lynn Menach
Andrew Joseph Mehlretter
Tiffany Moore
†† Elisabeth Eva Morgan
† Mary Moriconi
†† Jessica Lynn Morris
†† Jonathan L. Morris
† Jonathan Mullins
†† Jana Najera
† Kiersten Marie Nienaber
†† Jennifer Lynn Norman
†† Laci Kay Norman
Victoria Ihuaku Nwosu
†† Christy Lynn Okeefe
† Emmanuel Terry Oppong
† Rebekah Ruth Osgood
Savannah Belle Padgett
Morgan Nicole Papa
Samantha Nicole Goins
Pennington
†† Dominique Pickeral
Jacqueline Porter
† April Powell
† Hunter Powell
† Madison Rae Powell
† Erik Rainey
Crystal Razza
†† Mackenzie Reik
Amber Lynn Roark
† Kayla Robbins
Emma Catherine Rogg
Katrena Amber Saillant
† Luke Steven Sander
† Alyssa Nicole Schenk
† Taylor Schlachter
Chantel Marie Scott
† Jamie Lynn Secundino
† La Toya D. Sherman
† Amber Shae Shewman
† Sierra Dawn Shults
† Brooke Alexandra Smith
Charlena Marie Spaulding
†† Miranda Katherine Stacy
Josephine Lodia Stedam
† Madison Anne Stevens
† Paula Renee Stidham
† Miriam Eileen Stines
Morgan Sturgill
Brandy Shantle Taull
† Mackenzie Jane Toole
†† Sarah Beth Townsend
†† Samantha Megan Tuggle
† Hannah Vose
† Sarah Jo Webster
†† Sheila Dawn Wehrum
†† Kristina Marie Whitt
†† Molly Rose Wiefering
†† Chelsea Michelle Williams
Jacob H. Winstel
†† Savanna Michelle Wong
† Jenna Elizabeth Woods
† Paula Worth
Melea Susanna Yaslovitz
†† Mackenzie Ruthanne Young

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK

AnnaMarie Adams
Benjamin Douglas Alwell
Clay Berling
† Keisha Broering
† Caitlin Cross
Madalyn Elizabeth Dobkins
Hannah Doerflin
Skyler Margaret Elizabeth Dreyer
Kasey Duncan
† Autumn Hope Earles
† Lauren Nicole Elliott
† Elizabeth Ann Epplen
† Kendall Erin Ears
Malia Jona Gladn
† Gustina Lorie Harris
Brittany Lynn Haywood
Lydia Grace Hoover
† Kayla Ann Keining
Megan Patricia Kloeckerman
†† Natalie Marie Kuhn
†† Molly Ann Pfeiffer
Andrea Marie Preston
† Brandon Andre Riley
Payton Lee Ellen Riley
† Bailey Paige Roberts
Larman Michael Rodgers
Cheyenne Rosenbaum
†† Anna Elizabeth Rust
† Taylor Alexis Sexton
† Nellie Welcher
Katelyn Wells

COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES HONOR SOCIETIES

SIGMA THETA TAU
International Honor Society of Nursing
Adutuwumwa Addo
Meldomi Asabea Asante
Teresa Lorene Ashmore
John Paul Bargo
Anthony R. Birri
Mackenzie Coate
Michelle Delane Davis
Toni Zweifel Doyle
Sherrie Ann Eaves
Lindsey Sayer Tilbury Foltz
Zarah Jane Gamao
Misty Renee Goldson
Jordan Edward Gouker
Courtney Helton
Lorraine K. Hippern
Autumn Hylton
Leona Kelly Levine
Jessica Lynn Mcraken
Marie Eula Menchofer
Catherine Lynn Miller
Mahdees Moazampour
Jana Najera
Catherine Ann Reed
Kayla Kristine Richter
Kayla Robbins
Latresha Love Scott
Merrissa Anne Wesley
Kristin Michelle West
Savanna Michelle Wong
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MASTERS OF ACCOUNTANCY

Deandra Nicole Atwood
Kyle McKenzie Bellis
Madison Paige Berry
Kayla Bouldin
Benjamin Boydston
Laticia Nicole Carpenter
Asher Lee Casto
Lauren McKenzie Conley
Richard Farnsworth
Sydney Kate Foster
Addison Rae Frazier
Matthew James Frisch
Mathew Steven Haunert
Kaitlyn Marie Huegen
Ontario Allison Kabobel
Beth A. Marquardt
Selena Patrese Moses
Saw Yu Nwe
Gracie Lauren Pewitt
Melanie Rose Ricart
Jesus N. Riera Sanchez
Ellen Tenhundfeld
Julia Claire Vermeling

MASTERS OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Derek Russell Acorn
Morgan Marie Alexander
Deepthi Anbuchelvan
Niya Gabrielle Anderson
Mindy Ann Applegate
Henry Archie IV
Kaitlyn Marie Armentrout
Mackenzie Armour
James Michael Balderston
Brandon Ballhaus
Melissa S. Barlow
Andrew Barnes
Elizabeth Baumann
Mohammad Bayyari
Amanda K. Becker
Jennifer Bell
Sarah Renee Bennett
Hunter Wade Bentley
Carolyn Marie Bertsch
Balaji Bharathidasan Radha
Jiletta Billington
Travis Black
Erica Bluford
Lyndsey Cheuvront Bolanos
Sean Bottoms
Tyshe Natchelle Bourn
Rachel Lindsay Bowen
RayQel Nikita Bradley
Stacey Marie Bryan
Jeremy Burns
Vernon Callaway
Ariana Daryl Nicole Campbell
Gregory Campbell
Trevor David Canfield
Aaron Cantor
John Clayton Cantrell
Wesley Collins
Hannah Gena Colvin
Paige E. Combs
Kathryn Elizabeth Cook
Susan R. Council
Daniel Cox
Hayden Robinson Davenport
Kevin Michael Dern
Tyler Ryan DeZarn
Alexys Dickerson
Christina Lee Drobeta
Loren Brook Eberle
Luke Tyler Edwards
Elisabeth Eichmann
Robert Nathaniel Eldridge III
Christopher Albert Elmlinger
Angela Dawn Engleman
Maryah D’shay English
Kevin Joseph Evans
Joshua David Fields
Jodi Fischesser
Edward Brian Fisher
Ku Yan Fornter
Veronica Cabaingan
Francisco
Brianna Frondorf
Jonathan Gentry
Krista Kaye Goetz
Lana Joy Gollar
Harmon Wayne Guilliams III
Tiffany Ann Gulley
Swati Gupta
Nickolas Ethan Hagan
Jennifer Hagan
Spencer Ray Hall
Kaitlyn Zinn Hammons
Jarrod Scott Harmon
Chanelle Sharee Harris
Kelli Elizabeth Havlin
Lance Joseph Helmi
Jessica Hensley
Karina Anduanett Hernandez
Stephanie Ramona Hilgefort
David T. Huckleberry
Jalen Jerome Hunter
Lance K. Hunter
Benjamin Adam Irlam
Jarret Kyle Isreal
Mikhail Ivanekov
Brienna Nicole Jackson
Bashar Mohammad Ibrahim
Jaffal
Erin Janson
Kimberly Johns
Ashley Oleana Johnson
Kirri D. Johnson
Alexander David Jones
Alicia Monique Jones
Courtney Jones
Cori Danielle Kavanagh
Katherine Brooke Keipper
Fatourama Keita
Caroline Kelley
Isaiah Dwight Kelly
Tellis Miles Kennedy II
Riley Thomas Kilgore
William Blake Kinney
Allison Kreindler
Joshua Land
Laura Larson
Jojito Jesse LeCroix
Tara Noelle Lewis
Tar Denise Lippi
Kevin Brian Long
Tim David Looney
Jeremy Lovell
Brian Lowe
Shawn Adaryll Lowry
Kristina Luna
Angela Renee Macke
Nathaniel Edward Maddux
Michael Martin
Robert Massie
Toni Mays
Austin Warren McKinney
Braedan Merriman
Sarah J. Miles
Andrew James Miller
Rhoni Michelle Moffit
Yasmine Shella Molisho
Adam Myers
Cheryl Myers
Laurie Leigh Neff
Abigail Elizabeth Neuss
Chester Lee Nobles, Jr.
Samantha Jennings Norris
Tiffany Ann O’Connor
Hannah Oiler
Alfred James Owens II
Tonia Owens
Sydney Marie Padgett
Marissa J. Pallini
Kristopher George Parrish
Nazar Pavlushyn
Javonica Felicia Penn
William Ray Perryman
Derek Allen Porter
Celia Ann Powers
Yvonne Price
Jayson Quinones
Marisha Rai
Julie Ann Raia
Abbie Rees Geiser
Charles Paul Retting, Jr.
Michael Ricke
Kelly Rickels
James Allen Roberson
Kathy E. Roberts
Kevin Rode
Amy Lynn Royse
Angela Ruffin
Jennifer Ryan
Jacob Ethan Sauder
James Gregory Schandling
Ashley Renee Schleicher
Jesse Oscar Schoonover
Trevor Schowalter
Jessica Charlene Searcy
Chelsea Rae Shelton
Marcus Sherman
Andrew Blair Sisson
Kristen Elizabeth Sketch
Samuel E. Slocum
Sachin Sontakke
Arick Edward Stall
David Anthony Stetter
Alec Stout
Melissa Stratmann
Adam Tackett
Kayla M. Teer
HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS HONOR SOCIETIES

UNIVERSITY HONORS SCHOLARS
University Honors Scholars complete 21 credit hours of interdisciplinary seminars including an independent capstone project under the guidance of a faculty mentor.
Naomi Mei Belanger
Luke D. Bensley

BETA GAMMA SIGMA
International Business Honor Society for students enrolled in business schools accredited by AACSB
Mindy Applegate
Amanda Ball
Naomi Belanger
Madison Berry
Jilletta Billington
Cameron Carl
Robert Eldridge
Ciara Flotka
Addison Frazier
Jack Gallenstein
Carissa Garcia
Jonathan Gentry
Chanelle Harris
Brady Hicks
Taran Holland
Sherri Jones
Robert Massie
Alexandra Navarro-Guzman
Erin Saul
Samuel Slocum
Brooke Tayler
Morgan Trusty
Kimberly Watkins
Anna Weddle
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Kathryn Jo Ann Ball
Samantha Paige Howard
Jesse Oscar Schoonover
Jessica Brooke Speakman

GATEWAY 2 NKU AWARD
Lisa Marie Beckett

JOYCE YEAGER SCHOLARSHIP
Maria Gracia Koo Morales

KCTCS SCHOLARSHIP
Lisa Marie Beckett
Angela Crout-Mitchell
Marisha Rai
David Adam Zimmerman

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Madison Paige Berry
Terry Kenneth Chauvin
Haley Marie Midkiff
Samantha Jennings Norris
Sydney Rae Lynn Van Meter

R.C. DURR ENDOVED SCHOLARSHIP
Vernon Callaway

ROBERT LOUIS PERDAN SUMMER OPPORTUNITY ENDOWMENT
Jesse Oscar Schoonover

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Hunter Wayne Calhoun
Braden Marquette Chow
Mitchell Adam Clymer
Jasmine Jade Cosma
Yusra Husam Cottingham
Caitlin Cross
Autumn Hope Earles
Kylie Elizabeth Ferguson
Colin Dale Fiedler
Shelby Monroe Fist
Meelah Flint
Mackenzie Lyn Gentry
Samantha Nicole Goins
Pennington
Jack Kenneth Hilvert
Lane Houston Hogan
Lydia Grace Hoover
Catherine Grace Huber
Conner Christian Irwin
Brian Tyler Jessee
Delaney Loraine Kuhlman
Carson Ryan Lee
Andrew Dennis Maines
Devon Jonathan Manning
Cecilia Rocio Mata
Lauren Olivia McCormick
Adam Jacob McGoy
Christopher Scott McNeil
Michael August McQueeney
Ethan Scott Osborn
Tabitha Lea Phelps
Kyle Chandler Rollins
Logan Michael Snider
Halee Elizabeth Tapp
Kimberly Maria Webster
Lauren Doll
Delaney Welsh
Jae’ Lisa Niashai Williamson
Russell Charles Zimmer Jr.

CHARLES W. RATLIFF MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Madison Raye Hurst
Mia Potter
Alexis Nicole Witt

CHEERLEADING SCHOLARSHIP
Julia Lauren McDowell
Mackenzie Jane Toole

CINSAM SCHOLARSHIP
Christian Michael Danner
Oliver Diaz
Hallie J McLean
Jessica H Nienaber
Nubia Idali Winder

COMMONWEALTH EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
Emily Beach
Cameron Bradshaw
Emily Jane Egart
Lauren Nicole Elliott
Jennifer Renee Floyd
Jacob Creed Galinari
Cameron Lee Hickey
Cameron James Hilbert
Caitlin Marie Jacobs
Christopher Jeffrey Jones
Noah Christopher Joyce
Abigail Blanchette Kanakry
Noah Milton Mosteller
Kalib Andrew Mylor
Samuel Hillard Newman
Reagan Rich
Kyle Andrew Roberts
Madison Hope Ross
Isaac Anthony Schultz
Brianna Smith
Bryson James Stark
Independence Anna Turner
Adam Thomas Verst
Hannah Marie Wells
SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS
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ASHLEY HELEN COLEMAN
FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - ART

NAOMI MEI BELLANGER
MAJORS SCHOLARSHIP FOR BUSINESS
FEDERATED DEPARTMENT MAJORS

MORGAN OLIVIA TRUSTY
KAITLYN RENEE TAYLOR
CAMERON JAMES HILBERT
JACK GALENSTEAU
LUKE D. BENSLY
NAOMI MEI BELANGER
AUSTIN JAMES ALWELL

BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP
EVA G. FARRIS
MAYORS SCHOLARSHIP
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP

NUBLIA IDALI WINDER
MACKENZIE JANE TOOLE
KASYN CELESTE TAPIA

REESOE ZOE ALEXANDRA FIELDS
MEELAH FLINT

JASANDEEP SINGH JHAD
ANNALYSE KLADER
QUENTIN GABRIEL LLAMAS
CELICIA ROCIO MATA
LEENA MAYI
MARIAN CORNELIA RICE
LARMAN MICHAEL RODGERS
RAYAH REIGN STEIN
KASYN CELESTE TAPIA
MACKENZIE JANE TOOLE
NUBIA IDALI WINDER

ETTA COWAN FAMILY
ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
MEGAN RAE RAMSEY

EVA G. FARRIS
BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP

AUSTIN JAMES ALWELL
NAOMI MEI BEAULAND
LUKE D. BENSLEY
JACK GALENSTEIN
CAMERON JAMES HILBERT
KAITLYN RENEE TAYLOR
MORGAN OLIVIA TRUSTY

FEDERATED DEPARTMENT MAJORS

STOPLS HONORS SCHOLARSHIP FOR BUSINESS MAJORS

NAOMI MEI BELANGER

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - ART
ASHLEY HELEN COLEMAN

FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP - MUSIC
BENJAMIN MATTHEW BARKDOLL
JACOB HAGAN POWERS

FOUNDERS SCHOLARSHIP
GAVIN EDWARD CORBIN
BRADY HICKS
MOLLY JIMENEZ
JACOB CHARLES KESSINGER
NICHOLAS MATTHEW KLAENE
MICHAEL KOCH
TIMOTHY LOUIS LEIPRECHT
ETHAN MARSHALL LYLE
LEENA MAYI
IANN AVERY MCNABB
DESTINY REESE MCVEY
PARKER JOSEPH SMITH
ELIZABETH JOY SORRELL

FRANK & RUTH BALL
ENDOWED SPONSORSHIP
MICHAELA MICHELLE ARGO

FRIENDS OF FINE ARTS SCHOLARSHIP
JESSICA MEGAN RUHEL

GATEWAY 2 NKU AWARD
BENJAMIN DOUGLAS ALWELL
NOAH VINCENT BESSLER
CASSANDRA GRACE FAUSZ
TAYLOR PAIGE JAUREGUI
ELIJAH FLYNN JOHNSON
AMY LYNN KLEIN
EVAN HAYDEN PADGETT
MOLLY A. PLETZER
DYLAN POWELL
ALEXIS MARIE ROBBINS
DAWN NICHOLE SHAEFER
RAENNE NICOLE SMITH
TONI ALEXIS WARNING
KEISHA WRIGHT

GLOBAL ENGAGEMENT AWARD
NISCHAYA SHRESTHA

GOVERNOR’S SCHOLARS
ALEX JOSEPH COWEN
LINDSEY MICHELLE DAMES
SAVANNAH LEE GATTON
GRACE NICOLE HATFIELD
PEYTON ELIZABETH HENNESSY
SAMUEL TIMOTHY LONG
JACOB HAGAN POWERS

HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS SCHOLARSHIP
ISAAC TIMOTHY HAWKINS

INFORMATICS SCHOLARSHIP
CHRISTOPHER MCDOWELL

INTERNATIONAL DIVERSITY SCHOLARSHIP
MANGSA LIMBU PHEUDIN

INTERNATIONAL MERIT SCHOLARSHIP
MANGSA LIMBU PHEUDIN
NISCHAYA SHRESTHA

INTERNATIONAL STUDY SCHOLARSHIP
SARAH ELIZABETH WILLIAMS-BRYANT

INTERNATIONAL ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
MANGSA LIMBU PHEUDIN

JAN WALLING MEMORIAL ENDOWMENT
CAMERON JAMES HILBERT

JANET JOHNSON MEMORIAL ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
LYDIA GRACE ANGLIN

JEFFREY A. HARDIN
MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
NOAH MILTON MOSTELLER

JRG SCHOLARSHIP
EMMA MARIE JONES
EMILY SARA WATKINS

KCTCS SCHOLARSHIP
MALIA JONA GLADEN
BRITTANY LYNN HAYWOOD
MORGAN TAYLOR HERALD
NATHALIE NICOLE HESS (COMAS)
STEPHANIE DANIELLE HUGHES
TAYLOR PAIGE JAUREGUI
CAITLIN MORRIS
MIA POTTER
CHEYENNE ROSENBAUM
VICTORIA PAIGE SCHEWE
BRIANNA SCHRAER
RAENNE NICOLE SMITH
ADRIANNA MARY TRAN
MADELINE ROSE TUCKER

MACY’S SCHOLARSHIP IN MEMORY OF RUDOLPH V. JAVOSKY
NAOMA STARR PRICE
NOAH LEE WIRTH

MILACRON GEIER FOUNDATION ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
QUENTIN GABRIEL LLAMAS
MAKAYLA NICHOLE SANDS

NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP
BAILEY AUSTIN ABNER
AUSTIN JAMES ALWELL
KRYE ROSE AMON
LYDIA GRACE ANGLIN
MICHAELA MICHELLE HARDO
BRINNAN MICHAEL ARNDLY
MITCHELL STEVEN BAKER
BENJAMIN MATTHEW BARKDOLL
GRACIE MAE BARJUM
NAOMI MEI BELANGER
MADISON MCKENZIE BENNINGTON
JUSTIN JOSEPH BERGMAN
SAVANNAH REESE BOLSER
ELENA KATHRYN BONITZ
LEIHA BRESSER
QUINN GREGORY BRITAIN
BENJAMIN PARKER BROWN
HUNTER STEVEN BRUENING
ISABEL GRACE CIAMPONE
ASHLEY HELEN COLEMAN
AUSTIN MURPHY CREECH
JAMES LOGAN CREECH
ASHLEIGH NICOLE CRONIN
SARAH JAYNE CROUCH
JADEN TAYLOR DAVI
ASHLEY JO DAVIS
HANNAH DOERFLEIN
JAILA LAURYN EDWARDS
REBECCA ANN ELLIOTT
ELIZABETH ANN EPPLEN
JULIA GRACE EVERMAN
REESE ZOE ALEXANDRA FIELDS
TREY DAVID GABBARD
JACK GALENSTEIN
ZACHARY WILLIAM GARNER
SAMANTHA NICOLE GLOVER
CASSIDY MARGARET GRENCE
BENJAMIN SETH GUILLIAMS
AUTUMN NICOLE HALL
SPENCER RYAN HARRELL
HALEY MCKEE HARTIG
PEYTON BRADLEY HARTMAN
MORGAN MAE HOPPER
RENEA JAGODIC
QUINN JAMES
JASANDEEP SINGH JHAD
NATHANIEL RYAN JOYCE
VINCENTA ANN KAHNMANN
ANNALYSE KLADER
NATALIE MARIE KUHN
MANGSA LIMBU PHEUDIN
JACOB MICHAEL LIPPERT
QUENTIN GABRIEL LLAMAS
STONEY LANE LYKINS
EVAN DAVID MAURER
ABBY MCCAFFREY
KAYLEIGH BETH MCGOWAN
MACKENZIE G. MILNER
OLIVIA DANTELLE MIRACLE
CAITLIN MORRIS
JACOB MORRISON
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NKU EXCELLENCE SCHOLARSHIP (CONT.)
Olivia Claire Motz
Brayden Ronald Nipper
Michaela Marie Powers
Naoma Starr Price
Patrick Jordan Rider
Trinity Dawn Rose
Jessica Megan Ruehl
Anna Elizabeth Rust
Emily Georgianne Scheper
Devon Joseph Schwabe
Taylor Alexis Sexton
Isaac Avery Sims
Madison Anne Stevens
Bailey Nicole Tackett
Kaitlyn Renee Taylor
Tatum Renee Thomas-O’Connor
Hannah Vose
Toni Alexis Warning
Daesha Eve Washington
Daniel Marshall Watson
Megan L. Webster
Shaena Shadir Webster
Cameron Blake Wells
Noah Lee Wirth
Alexis Nicole Witt

NORTHERN DIFFERENCE
Fatimah Abdur-Rahman
Katie Ann Autry
Jasmine Jade Cosma
Lauren Nicole Elliott
Madison Lyvers
Noah Milton Mosteller
Naoma Starr Price
Dallas Saylor
Taylor Alexis Sexton
Emily Sara Watkins
Jae’ Lisa Niashai Williamson

PRESIDENTIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Tyler Wallace Hellmann

PROJECT GRADUATE
Godwin Tardzenyyu Bime
Aurelia Elena Rodriguez

R.C. DURR ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Samuel Lewis Konerman

ROBERT AND ROSALEE WHEELER SCHOLARSHIP
Michaela Marie Powers

ROBERT B. HENGGE SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Paul Thomas Fulciniti

SANDRA W. EASTON MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
Naomi Mei Belanger

SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Haley Joyce King
Kyle Chandler Rollins
Larman Michael Rodgers

SHELDON B. AND FERN H. STORER HONORS SCHOLARSHIP
Elena Kathryn Bonitz

SOAR SCHOLARSHIP
Justin Joseph Bergman
Gavin Edward Corbin
Austin Murphy Creech
Conner Gregory Crull
Peyton Elizabeth Hennessy
Samuel Lewis Konerman
Kyle Andrew Roberts

SOTA UPTOWN ARTS SCHOLARS
Alyssa Adams
Alexandria Angel
Rachel Gardner
Scout Grass
Natalie Hayslett
Kristin Kaufman
Chandler Murray
Ellie O’Hara
Fiona Roth
Lee Vest

THELMA LOUISE GREIN ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP FOR THE PHYSICALLY CHALLENGED
Cameron James Hilbert
Stephen Hornbeck
MeKaisha Ayane Tresenwriter

TIMOTHY J. SCHLOTMAN EDUCATOR SCHOLARSHIP
Aliyah Gabrielle Beers

TRANSFER AWARD
Hannah Marie Baum
Madalyn Elizabeth Dobkins
Tsz Kin Hui
Tho Thanh Truong

TRIO ACHIEVER’S SCHOLARSHIP
Lauren Nicole Elliott

VICKI AND GAUT RAGSDALE ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIP
Mackenzie G. Milner

WILLIAM H. GREAVES SCHOLARSHIP
Samuel Lewis Konerman

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL SCHOLARSHIP
Abigail Blanchette Kanakry

WOMEN’S GOLF SCHOLARSHIP
Delaney Welsh

WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHOLARSHIP
Miriam Eileen Stines
ABOUT THE COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Commencement exercises today at Northern Kentucky University give special attention to the pageantry of the ceremony. The counterpart of this pageantry is enacted each year on campuses all over the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates’ years of study and preparation for increased responsibility.

ACADEMIC ATTIRE

Today, all candidates for degrees and those who hold degrees, including college officials, faculty and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The formal color for most caps and gowns is black. However, holders of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards). Hoods of various hues drape down the back of the gowns. Recipients of the associate and bachelor degrees at NKU wear black gowns and black and gold tassels; recipients of the master and doctoral degrees wear black gowns and tassels that correspond to the color of their particular discipline; and recipients of the degree of Juris Doctor wear black gowns and purple tassels.

Those wearing academic costumes wear caps in the academic processions and throughout the ceremony.

Members of the university governing body are entitled to wear doctoral gowns. The Regents regalia is a gold gown with three black chevrons and trim and an eight-sided tam with gold tassel. This attire is distinctive of the Board of Regents of NKU.

For all academic purposes, including trimmings of doctor’s gowns, edgings of hoods and tassels of caps, the colors associated with the colleges and degrees at NKU are as follows:

**COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES**
- Master of Arts in English (white)
- Master of Arts in Integrative Studies (white)
- Master of Arts in Public History (white)
- Master of Public Administration (peacock blue)
- Master of Science in Industrial-Organizational Psychology (old gold)

**HAILE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS (DRAB)**
- Master of Accountancy
- Master of Business Administration
- Master of Business Leadership and Innovation

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (LIGHT BLUE)**
- Master of Arts in Education
- Master of Arts in Teaching
- Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership

**COLLEGE OF INFORMATICS (COPPER)**
- Master of Arts in Communication
- Master of Science in Business Informatics
- Master of Science in Computer Information Technology
- Master of Science in Computer Science
- Master of Science in Cybersecurity
- Master of Science in Health Informatics

**COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES**
- Master of Arts in School Counseling (light blue)
- Master of Science in Clinical Mental Health Counseling (light blue)
- Master of Social Work (citron)
- Master of Science in Exercise Science (old gold)
- Master of Science in Health Science (sage green)
- Master of Science in Health Administration (sage green)
- Master of Science in Nursing (apricot)
- Doctor of Nursing Practice (apricot)

**INTERNATIONAL SASHES**

Different flags are displayed on colorful sashes worn by international students and students who studied abroad during their time at NKU. The sashes display the flag or emblem commemorating a student’s favorite study abroad location or the original country of birth or citizenship of an international student.

**HONORS CORDS**

The gold and white Honors cords worn by bachelor degree graduates signify that they have achieved at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average on a 4.0 scale for their academic careers. The black and white Honors Cords are worn by those associate degree graduates with at least a 3.5 cumulative overall grade-point average.

**GRAND MARSHAL**

The Grand Marshal is the president of the Faculty Senate, or his/her designate and represents the faculty. President John Farrar holds this honor today.

**PRESIDENTIAL AMBASSADORS**

Student ushers are Presidential Ambassadors. They are selected on the basis of their records of scholastic achievement and their ability to serve the university.

**THE UNIVERSITY MACE**

The mace, which traces its roots to medieval weaponry, has become a symbol of scholarship and integrity for universities since the eleventh century. Today, the university’s Grand Marshal carries the mace to indicate the solemnity of the occasion and the confirmation of the academic process.

NKU’s mace is rich in symbolism. The spiral base, made of walnut-stained mahogany, suggests growth, evolution and higher achievement. The gold-leaf flame, inspired by NKU’s official seal, the lamp of learning, symbolizes eternal light and learning. The gold and white braided cords flowing from the base of the flame represent purity as well as the university’s school colors.

The mace was presented as a gift to the university from the Northern Kentucky University Foundation, Inc. It was designed by Kari Messner (’91) and was sculpted by local artist Jack True.
NKU’S INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Northern Kentucky University is proud of its diverse student body including students representing 65 countries:

Argentina  Australia  Austria  Bangladesh  Brazil  Cambodia  Cameroon  Canada  China  Colombia  Congo  Costa Rica  Croatia  Cyprus  Czech Republic  Denmark  El Salvador  Ecuador  Ethiopia  France  Germany  Ghana  Guatemala  Honduras  India  Ireland  Israel  Italy  Ivory Coast  Japan  Jordan  Kenya  Korea  Lebanon  Lithuania  Madagascar  Malawi  Mauritania  Mexico  Mozambique  Myanmar  Nepal  Netherlands  Nicaragua  Nigeria  Norway  Pakistan  Palestine  Peru  Poland  Qatar  Russia  Rwanda  Saudi Arabia  Senegal  Spain  St. Lucia  Suriname  Sweden  Syria  United Arab Emirates  United Kingdom  Venezuela  Vietnam  Yemen

HONORS SYMBOLS

††† SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.90 to 4.00 are graduated Summa Cum Laude.

† CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.7499 are graduated Cum Laude.

*** WITH HIGH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.80 to 4.00 are graduated With High Distinction.

‡‡ MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.75 to 3.899 are graduated Magna Cum Laude.

** WITH DISTINCTION
Students who attain a grade-point average of 3.50 to 3.799 are graduated With Distinction.

† Bachelor degree honor
* Associate degree honor
Northern Kentucky University is pleased to acknowledge the following members of the Class of 2022 who contributed to the NKU Senior Challenge. Their gifts will directly benefit future NKU students. The university wishes to thank them for making a difference in the lives of their fellow students. The list below reflects gifts received up to November 3, 2022. The following gifts were made in honor of a special person or with a dedicatory message on a brick paver.

**ELENA KATHRYN BONITZ**
Elena, we are so proud of all that you have accomplished throughout your time at NKU. You have grown in so many different ways. We know you will be successful in all that you do. Congratulations! We love you.
– Mom and Gene

**KENDALL MCKINLEY CLIFFORD**
Kendall, we are so proud of you and all your hard work! We cannot wait to see the next chapter of your life unfold! Love you most,
Mom and Dad.

**AMBER DOKER**
It doesn’t matter how long the journey takes, as long as you reach your destination.

**ZACHARY FANNIN**
Zach we are so proud of all you have accomplished! We know you are going to make a difference in so many lives! Love, Mom & Dad, Alex and Luke.

**REESE ZOE ALEXANDRA FIELDS**
Happy graduation to Momma’s baby. I couldn’t be prouder. Everything good comes from above.

**PAM FINCATO**
Thank you so much to my wonderful husband, Mark, for all his love and support through this very long journey! Without him I’m not sure I would have been able to accomplish this dream! I love you!

**JOHANA IRIDIAN GONZALES**
Thank you to my amazing parents and sisters, your love and support is what has made this day possible. Now onto the next part of this great journey. Los quiero mucho!!

**FAITH ANN GREER**
Never lose sight of the changes you were born to make.

**BENJAMIN GUILLIAMS**
The best is yet to come! Keep reaching and achieving and above all, keep Jesus Christ at the center of it all! Love, Dad and Mom.

**HARMON GUILLIAMS**
Your goals have brought you to this day, set new ones and make a difference in the world! The best is yet to come, keep Jesus Christ in the center of it all. Love, Dad and Mom.

**SPENCER HARRELL**
Three years, a lot can happen in three years. Graduating high school to graduating college. But one thing never changes, the feeling of success you take away from something at the end of it. Now, I am reaching the end of my time at NKU, I am looking back and what I feel is accomplishment. Thank you everyone who has supported me this far, and as I move forward know you all have made a difference in my life.

**HC**

**AMY L. KLEIN**
Amy, congratulations! You are so beautiful, kind, and intelligent and we are all proud of you. You have worked so hard, and you are amazing! Love, Winslow, Joshua, Daniel, Mom & Joe.

**MICHAEL KOCH**
Congratulations Michael! I am so very proud of you!! Love, Mom.

**SAVANNAH LEWIS**
A big thank you to my family and friends that supported me through this journey. And a big congrats to myself for doing it!

**TAMIKA LEWIS**
To all those that supported this endeavor, thank you for the love. Your sacrifices are noted and appreciated. To God be all the glory, for yet another great thing He has done. Love, peace, and joy.

**SAMUEL LINKOUS**
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow. Learn as if you were to live forever.”
– Gandhi
Congratulations Class of 2022!

**KEVIN B. LONG**
To my loving wife, my children (Aaron, Aven, & Andy), and grandbaby (Nora), thank you for supporting me throughout this journey; it has been a long one, and it is not over yet. (On to the MAcc program!) None of this would’ve been possible without your love and support. So, you will still hear the excuse of needing to do homework just a little longer. I love you all!

**STONEY LYKINS**
I did it!!!!

**REBECCA MALOTT**
Much love to all my family & friends, especially to Avarie, Cece, Reece, and John. Thankful for my mother Peggy Seitter. Thank you all for getting me here today – absolutely could not have done it without each one of you!!

**LEENA MAYI**
Warmest congratulations on your graduation and best wishes on your next adventure!

**TAYLOR MCGRAH**
“A ship in harbour is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.”
– John A. Shedd
Thank you to those who have supported me on this incredible journey of growth. This is just the beginning!
COURTNEY MULLINS
“The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.”
– Sun Tzu
I have been so lucky to further my education. Special thanks to my family for their amazing support throughout my classes to achieve my degree.

BRITANIE MURPHY
To my biggest supporter, Nikolas Bicknell. I have had the time of my life – fighting dragons with you. You are my humor on darkest days, the warm shoulder I fit into so perfectly. Without you, I'd only be half as cool.

KERI NADAR
I would like to give a special thanks to Jeff and Olivia for putting up with me on this journey. And to the rest of my family and friends, thank you for your continued support.

VICTORIA NWOSU
I SURVIVED NURSING SCHOOL! COMING TO A HOSPITAL NEAR YOU! I want to thank my family (special shout out to my mom and Sam), friends, and my loving boyfriend!

REBEKAH OSGOOD
Thanks for the incredible encouragement and support—through so many highs and lows! Do today what others won’t, do tomorrow what others can’t.

JAYSON QUINONES
I am grateful for the education I've received. Thankful for the support of my family, friends, and coworkers especially from my wife and son. And excited for the opportunities yet to come!

APRIL RIDDLE
Mom & Dad, thank you for everything! This wouldn’t have been possible without you guys! Me and the boys are blessed to have the love and support! The rest of my village: thank you for pushing me and supporting me through it all. I love you all. CuhhCaw.

TRINITY DAWN ROSE
We're proud of you. We love you! Love, Mom and Dad.

DALLAS SAYLOR
When you realize that you’re unhappy, just remember that it’s never too late to start a new journey.

BRIANNA SCHRAER
I would not be here today if it weren’t for my boyfriend, best friends, and family. I love you all and thank you for everything! Go Norse!

BEVERLY SHOOK
30 years in the making, but I did it!!! MSN-FNP 2022

JOANN RENEE RABE SMITH
Knowledge is a gift, and I am grateful for the knowledge gained through my time here at NKU that will benefit my family, career, and community.
ADVISORY BOARDS AND FOUNDATIONS

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Diana McGill, Dean

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ADVISORY BOARD
Monroe Barnes Peter Chileshe Regan Chitwood Ashley Collins Ashley Collins
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ALMA MATER

Northern, let your vision lead us, hearts of women, men and youth. Help us seek the higher virtues, guide us to the greater truth. Northern, Northern, alma mater, may our lives enrich your name. And in time leave us, your children, better far than when we came.

Original lyrics and melody by Charles Wiley
Revised by Carolyn Hagner
Harmonization by Kurt Sander